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Interviews with IPCC Working Group III authors
BERLIN, 6 April – Following the press conference on Sunday 13 April 2014 in Berlin to present the
Working Group III contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), IPCC officials and Working Group III authors will be available for interview.
These interviews are expected to take place from 13.15 onwards Berlin time. Interviews with
authors in Berlin can be conducted at the conference centre where the press conference takes
place or by phone or through a broadcast facility for those not attending the press conference in
person. Facilities to conduct interviews with authors in Berlin by Skype will also be provided.
Interviews can also be arranged with Working Group III authors who are not in Berlin.
A list of IPCC experts available for interview can be found here.
This list also indicates the country of the author, languages in which they can be interviewed, and
the chapter of the report on which they have worked, indicating their field of specialization. Most of
the authors were part of the drafting team for the Summary for Policymakers.
Requests for interviews should be made on this form.
This form includes required fields for the name and outlet of the reporter, city and country of the
outlet, phone and email contacts, type of media (e.g. print/radio/television), for broadcast live or
recorded, preferred interviewee, preferred language, preferred time (making time zone clear). You
will also be asked to note any special areas of interest.
The IPCC expects to receive more requests than can be accommodated. If your interview request
cannot be met on Sunday 13 April, there will be further opportunities in the following days and
weeks. To accommodate as many interviews as possible on the day, the IPCC may also suggest an
alternative interviewee, based on your needs specified when completing the form.
Please note that only interviews arranged via this process will be considered as confirmed. Any
arrangements made directly with IPCC experts may be subject to cancelation.
For information about the press conference including details of accreditation, and about the release
of the Working Group III report, please see the media advisory.
It is still possible to register for the press conference even though the original deadline has passed.
For more information contact:
IPCC Press Office, Email: ipcc-media@wmo.int
Jonathan Lynn, + 49 30 6831 30241
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